
QuickConnect
A faster way to keep in touch.

Case Study:



Families (and people in general) are living farther apart, 

making staying in touch more difficult. 

This study looks at a common problem in staying connected 

across different locations, then proposes a tool that would 

address that issue and improve the overall experience.

Are We More or Less Together?



A Billion (Years) in One
Over half the world's population is 

online, with the average person 

spending about 6 hours a day using 

the Internet. 

Multiplied by the number of the 

world's Internet users, people will 

spend 1 billion years online in 2018.



The Cost of Connection
Being more connected more often means that time and attention are increasingly 

at a premium. Interacting in a quick, simple, centralized way becomes a necessity. 

"...as people spend more of their social media time in 
messengers, it will become increasingly important for 
brands to define how they can add value in these 
environments. 

The combined opportunities of messengers and 
commerce are spectacular, but brands will need to 
deliver relevance in a seamless, non-intrusive way." 
 "We Are Social's Social Predictions for 2018" pg. 80

https://blog.hootsuite.com/11-people-join-social-every-second/


Time + Attention = Precious
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People are more distracted and busy than ever, struggling to keep up with connections. 

There has to be a better way. 



Research

A competitor analysis was 

done on direct and analogous 

tools for staying connected. 

It examined product offerings, 

ease of use, and popularity.



Follow the Leader
Facebook was the 

overall leader in the 

analysis and in the user 

interviews that followed. 

It’s considered the most 

popular location to 

reach the most people at 

once and offers the most 

tools in one place. 



Room to Improve
Facebook’s centralization 

and popularity were 

identified by users as 

essential features, along 

with its ease of use. 

Privacy, content control, 

and speed were its biggest 

reported challenges.



User Interviews
User interviews were conducted with three participants, ages 41-73.  A 

list of top challenges and desired features emerged and two personas 

were developed.



Challenges & Features

● Users are distracted, busy, and pressed for time. 

● They don’t want to learn a new way of connecting.

● They don’t want to deal with complex searches.

● They can’t always afford hi-speed or the latest tech.

Top challenges and features were identified from the 

competitor analysis and user interviews. 

● Templates/top contacts could speed things up.

● Users want to connect everywhere all the time.

● They want to go where their connections already are. 



Personas
Two main personas were 

developed from the user 

interviews along with 

associated scenarios, 

frustrations, and goals.

These personas helped drive 

the rest of the product 

design and development.







A solution was proposed. QuickConnect: a 
contact management and messaging app that 
integrates contacts from all address books and 
social media accounts into one place. 

QuickConnect makes it quicker and easier to 
send any kind of message to anyone and even lets 
you to schedule a message to send later!

QuickConnect is a 

time-saving contact 

manager that works with 

all your existing contacts 

and social media.

Solution



Storyboards
Storyboards were created 

to describe basic desired 

functionality of the 

proposed solution. 

The main idea was to 

reduce the steps needed to 

send any kind of message 

to any contact.



Feature Prioritization
A list of desired product features was 

identified and prioritized by level of 

impact and expectation.

High impact, expected features included 

reliability, popularity, cost, simplicity, 

ease of use. 

One high impact but unexpected 

surprise was added: the ability to 

schedule messages. 



Screen Flows
Screen flows for primary user 

tasks were fleshed out. It 

illustrated the login process 

including new user registration, 

contact selection, message 

composition (including preview 

and scheduling), and a success 

page to let the user know their 

message has been sent (or 

scheduled to send). 



Sketches
Paper prototypes were created 

and tested. 3x5 cards were used 

to mimic phone screens and 

users walked through what they 

would choose on each screen. 

Some issues were identified 

with the login process being 

unclear, so the prototypes were 

iterated and tested again to 

confirm the issue was resolved.



Wireframes
Hand-drawn wireframes (below) defined the 

overall structure of the app. 

The Med-Fi prototype screens (right) were 

created with InVision. These were used in the 

next round of user testing.



Hi-Fi Prototype
A clickable prototype was developed in InVision. 

Useful feedback was collected at this point as 

users had a chance to explore and check 

expectations. 

One user was surprised that there were no 

tooltips displayed when they hovered their 

mouse pointer over the various icons in the app. 

It hadn’t been a consideration to add that level 

of detail to a prototype, but not a bad idea!



A usability test was performed, 

plus and delta data collected and 

synthesized, and the clickable 

prototype was revised based on 

the test feedback and findings. 

The main issues were identified 

and addressed in the login and 

registration process. 

Synthesize



The clickable prototype was 

iterated to incorporate solutions 

for the problems users ran into 

during testing. 

For example, users needed to see 

a calendar selection tool when 

scheduling a message, so one was 

added to the next version. 

Iterate



Other updates included the login 

and registration screens, the gallery 

screen, and the scheduling screen.

Additional usability tests and 

prototypes will be developed to 

explore this idea further. 

Next iteration: explore tool as 

plug-in rather than standalone app.

Check out the prototype.

Updates & Next Steps

https://invis.io/JVG5DO27BAM

